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Abstrat. Garbage olletion by opying is beoming more and more

popular for Prolog. Copying requires a marking phase in order to be safe:

safeness means that the to-spae is guaranteed not to overow. However,

some systems use a opying garbage olletor without marking prior to

opying, and instead postpone the opying of potentially unsafe ells.

Suh systems only ollet small portions of the heap and it is not lear

whether postponing works while olleting the whole heap. Moreover, it is

shown here that postponing does not solve the problem in a fundamental

way. Sine marking takes time, it is worth studying the tradeo�s involved.

These observations have prompted the experimentation with a series

of garbage olletors based on opying without marking and without

postponing. In partiular, variants were implemented that are named

dangerous, optimisti and autious opying whih exhibit various degrees

of unsafeness. Versions of eah have been implemented based on reursive

opying as in most implementations of opy term/2 and on the Cheney

algorithm. Performane on benhmarks suggests that large performane

gains an be obtained by skipping the marking phase, that dangerous

opying is still relatively safe but an be ostly, and that the additional

e�ort of autious opying over optimisti opying is not worth it. The

optimisti olletors based on reursive opying perform best and slightly

better than the ones based on Cheney. Cahe performane measurements

bak up the benhmark results.

1 Introdution

We assume knowledge of Prolog and its implementation. For a good introdution

to the WAM [18℄, see [1℄. Knowledge of garbage olletion in general (see for

instane [12℄) and Prolog in partiular (see [3, 2℄) is also assumed. We will use

three WAM based systems in this paper: SICStus Prolog, Yap and hProlog.

The �rst two are only used for making a short omparison of their garbage

olletors to the hProlog one in Setion 2. The SICStus Prolog implementation

is desribed in [5℄. About Yap one an �nd implementation details in [8℄. hProlog

is a suessor of dProlog [10℄ and is available from the �rst author. hProlog is

meant to beome a bak end to HAL [9℄.

We will use the following terminology: the heap is the area in whih the

WAM alloates strutured terms { elsewhere the term global stak is often used



for this area; the loal stak is the stak with environments or stak frames in

more traditional terminology; the hoie point stak ontains the hoie points.

The original WAM uses a merged environment/hoie point stak as Yap still

does. SICStus Prolog and hProlog have separate loal and hoie point staks.

We will also employ the usual terminology about opying olletors: to-spae

and from-spae, and san-next pointers from the Cheney algorithm. We will also

abuse terminology slightly: when we say ollet a term we atually mean that

the term is resued by a garbage olletion.

Work on the topi of the paper started in [11℄ with a wider omparison of

the implementation of the built-in prediate opy term/2 and garbage olletion.

Copying a term with the built-in opy term/2 and garbage olletion are indeed

related: both make a dupliate of a (set of) term(s). Of ourse opying a term and

olleting it have di�erent properties: opying a term may shorten all referene

hains, while garbage olletion must take into aount the trailing state of the

ells in the hain (see [15℄ for more details); opy term/2 must preserve the

original term, while garbage olletion may destroy it; garbage olletion must

preserve the sharing between terms (again beause of the trailing state) while

opy term/2 optimally should do so, but is only required to preserve sharing

of variables. There is also another remarkable di�erene between the garbage

olletors in systems like SICStus Prolog, Yap and hProlog on one hand and

their implementation of opy term/2: their garbage olletors start by marking

the live data - the term(s) to be opied by the olletor - before the atual

opying is done, while opy term/2 does no prior marking. In SICStus Prolog

and Yap, the neessity of marking follows from their hoie for Morris' sliding

algorithm [14℄ for opying the live data. hProlog however uses the variant of

the Cheney algorithm [7℄ proposed in [4℄. The variant involves marking before

opying as a means to ensure that garbage olletion is safe, i.e. that the heap

does not grow during garbage olletion. This is ensured by never opying a ell

twie. Two issues that have never been settled are studied in this paper:

{ how unsafe is garbage olletion by opying without marking?

{ how is performane a�eted by omitting the marking phase?

In Setion 3 we explain in detail that opying without marking { whih we

name dangerous opying { is not safe and how the tehnique proposed in [4℄

solves this problem by marking. In the same setion, we also show that ontrary

to ommon belief, opying without marking an ause the heap to grow almost

arbitrarily. On the other hand, we will show that in pratie - that is, on a set

of benhmarks - this heap growth is not atastrophi at all and one an even

limit the amount by whih the heap an grow during garbage olletion. The

performane gain of omitting the marking phase is in some ases substantial.

The basis of a opying garbage olletor an be either a reursive algorithm

as used in the implementation of opy term/2 { whih takes of ourse into a-

ount the above mentioned di�erenes between opying and olleting a term

{ or Cheney's algorithm. Sine it is not a priori lear whih one leads to bet-

ter results, we have experimented with both. Apart from dangerous opying, we



have identi�ed two more degrees of unsafeness and the aording variants of the

opy algorithm are named optimisti, and autious: they are explained in detail

in Setion 4. So in total we have six garbage olletors that opy terms without

marking. In Setion 5 we report on their performane on a set of benhmarks,

ompared to the pre-existing hProlog garbage olletor whih marks before opy-

ing. The benhmarks themselves are disussed in some detail in Setion 4. It

turns out that optimisti opying makes a very good ompromise between safety

of garbage olletion and performane. We disuss shortly in Setion 7 how to

reover from an unsafe situation, i.e. how to reover from an overow of the

to-spae during garbage olletion.

In Setion 6 we present ahe simulation results for all the variants, whih

help in explaining and understanding the observed performane di�erenes.

The experimental evaluation was performed on a Pentium III 866MHz with

256Mb RAM. Timings are given in seonds, spae measurements in bytes or

ells. In Setion 2 we used SICStus Prolog 3.8.6, Yap 4.3.20 and hProlog 1.4

throughout.

2 The hProlog garbage olletor ompared to others

The main aim of this setion is to show that the hProlog garbage olletor is

of reasonable quality so that any performane improvements to it, are relevant.

We therefore ompare the garbage olletor that existed in hProlog before this

researh started, with the olletors in SICStus Prolog and Yap.

The olletor in hProlog is a rather straightforward implementation of [4℄ and

thus uses a Cheney algorithm [7℄ with a marking phase. It is non-generational.

The olletor in SICStus Prolog is an implementation of [2℄: it uses a mark&slide

algorithm based on Morris [14℄. It also implements variable shunting. More im-

portantly, it is 2-generational. The garbage olletor of Yap is similar to the

one in SICStus Prolog, but it urrently uses easy shunting: see [6℄. It is non-

generational.

Beause the di�erent systems have di�erent alloation and expansion poliies,

we have used the following proedure to deide on how muh spae to give eah

system:

{ for eah benhmark SICStus Prolog gets enough heap so that no expansion ours

during the exeution of the benhmark,

{ Yap gets enough spae so that it has exatly the same amount of garbage olletions

as SICStus Prolog; this is reasonable beause SICStus Prolog and Yap both follow

the WAM losely in their alloation of free variables, and also in their internal

representation of terms,

{ hProlog gets exatly the same amount of heap spae as SICStus Prolog alloates.

Even when all things seem equal a di�erent number of ativations of the

garbage olletor an result, or with an equal number of olletions, the results

an be skewed, beause:



{ with the same heap size, a generational system (like SICStus Prolog) might a-

tivate its olletor more often than non-generational systems { or put di�erently:

Yap might need less heap spae for doing N olletions during a benhmark than

SICStus Prolog, beause SICStus Prolog is generational,

{ hProlog alloates all free variables in the heap, so its heap demands are higher and

this an result in more frequent olletions,

{ non-segment-preserving olletors (like the one of hProlog) relaim less heap spae

on baktraking and again, this an result in more frequent olletions.

When omparing garbage olletion algorithms or implementations, the har-

ateristis of the benhmarks should also be taken into aount. We have there-

fore inluded Table 1 whih ontains for eah benhmark used in the rest of the

paper information on its origin (i.e. where we got it from), the perentage of ells

that (on average) survive two suessive garbage olletions, the average number

of ells that survive a garbage olletion, the maximal trail, loal stak and hoie

point stak size during the exeution of the benhmark and �nally whether the

benhmark triggers garbage olletion by running out of heap (overow) or by

alling the built-in prediate garbage ollet=1 expliitly. The latter is import-

ant beause e.g. in SICStus Prolog, suh an expliit all to garbage ollet=1

does always a major olletion, while olletions triggered by overow are often

minor ones. The maximal stak sizes give a good idea about the size of the root

set on garbage olletion: this information an be useful to interpret the results

in Setion 5. The �gures were all obtained with hProlog.

benhmark origin survival survival max trail max ls max p trigger

% size (ells)

emul (*) [6℄ 98 16600 172329 3866 9841 overow

tsp (*) [13℄ 98 23300 7895 83 104 overow

dnamath (*) [13℄ 86 34471 13942 76 104 overow

hess (**) [6℄ 36 1746304 1805065 6276977 5214953 expliit

serial (*) [13℄ 34 4042536 5882854 122 104 overow

boyer (*) [13℄ 76 3176103 3985228 463 236 overow

mqueens (***) 99.9 5577525 82 129 104 overow

Table 1. The benhmarks and some of their harateristis

The benhmarks marked (*) are lassial ones. The program marked (**)

was used in [6℄; K. Sagonas extended it with one more hess move in order to

make the exeution more interesting for garbage olletion. (***) was written

by B. Demoen; it is a naive solution to the M-queens problem of the 7th Prolog

Programming Contest; it uses almost exlusively list of lists of integers and

atoms.

The very large trail size (for instane for boyer) might seem weird, but hPro-

log does not tidy the trail on ut as SICStus Prolog and Yap do { and boyer

has some pretty non-steadfast prediates. Note also that hProlog has a (non-

optimized) value trail.



The benhmarks in Table 1 have been ordered in suh a way that the lower

the benhmark in the table, the more we think it bene�ts from generational

garbage olletion. This is most pronouned for the mqueens benhmark.

hProlog SICStus Yap

emul 1.83/24.21 - 75 2.04/41.40 - 42 0.74/24.66 - 42

tsp 0.05/24.10 - 8 0.33/54.62 - 6 0.03/44.33 - 6

dnamath 0.13/3.46 - 15 0.82/5.94 - 15 0.24/4.46 - 15

hess 2.88/12.83 - 3 3.44/23.14 - 3 2.36/12.96 - 3

serial 3.89/11.02 - 3 4.10/18.25 - 3 4.76/13.97 - 3

boyer 4.34/14.04 - 5 2.85/19.54 - 5 3.65/12.09 - 5

mqueens 40.46/97.50 - 41 18.12/141.95 - 38 42.42/86.83 - 38

Table 2. Comparing the mark&Cheney opying olletor of hProlog with others

Table 2 shows for eah system and benhmark the time spent in the olletor,

in the mutator (i.e. the runtime of the benhmark not inluding garbage olle-

tion time) and the number of garbage olletions. No system performs uniformly

better nor worse than the other two. Given the maturity of SICStus Prolog and

Yap, we feel it is safe to onlude that the hProlog garbage olletor is a relevant

starting basis for our experiments.

3 Copying without marking is not safe

As far as we know, the �rst to observe that opying without prior marking is

unsafe in the ontext of the WAM, was [4℄. The reason is that when a root ell

that points to an inner ell of a struture is treated by the opying phase before

the struture as a whole, this inner ell is opied twie. Figure 1 shows this

learly.

The �gures will typially onsist of three parts. From left to right, we have

a root set, a from-spae (or the urrent heap), and a to-spae (the heap after

the olletion). The ells in the root set point to the from-spae, possibly by

a tagged pointer: S stands for the STRUCT tag, L for the LIST tag. Dashed

arrows will indiate forwarding pointers. The root ells are treated in the order

indiated by the numbers in the irles next to the root ells.

Figure 1(a) gives an initial situation in whih ell 1 has a referene to a self-

referene (the WAM representation of a free variable), and ell 2 has a STRUCT

tagged pointer to a funtor f/1 whih is followed by its argument, whih is

the self-referene. After root ell 1 is opied, the situation is as in Figure 1(b).

Figure 1() shows the situation after also root ell 2 has been (reursively) opied.

Before the opy was made, the total size of the from-spae was two ells; the

opy resulted in a from-spae with three reahable ells.

The example shows the double opying of a ell ontaining a self-referene.

The same double opying an happen to any ell ontaining a value that an

be in the diret arguments of a strutured term or list pair. This means that



f/1S

1

2

(a) Before opying

1

2 f/1S

(b) after opying 1

1

2 S
f/1

() after opying 2

Fig. 1. Example of double opying of one ell

as soon as a root ell is an non-tagged referene to a (not yet opied) heap

ell, opying is unsafe: there is a danger that the to-spae (whih aording to

garbage olletion pratie is as large as the from-spae) overows. Consequently,

we name opying without marking dangerous. The ell whih was opied twie

is also named dangerous.

The authors in [4℄ propose to mark �rst the live data. When during the

opying phase, a root ell points to a not yet opied ell in the heap, the whole

blok of marked ells is opied as a whole. This is shown in Figure 2: the mark

bits are shown by the dots next to a ell. When root ell 1 is treated, the largest

blok of marked ells ontaining the ell to whih root ell 1 points, is forwarded,

resulting in the Figure 2(b). Finally, Figure 2() shows the situation at the end

of the olletion. This proedure guarantees that the opy is not larger than the

original.

f/1S

1

2

(a) After marking

1

2 S f/1

(b) after opying 1

1

2 S f/1

() after opying 2

Fig. 2. Using the mark bits to forward a blok

Sine the marking phase osts time (and possibly spae), it is worth invest-

igating whether avoiding the marking phase is feasible. It ould be argued that

double opying is probably very rare, but there is no empirial evidene for that.

Another approah is to postpone the (reursive) opying of ells that look dan-

gerous in the sense de�ned above. This approah is taken in [19℄ and [13℄, but

only for garbage olletions whih ollet only part of the heap, or even only the

part younger than the most reent hoie point. Postponing onsists in olleting

dangerous ells in a set that is treated after all other root ells have been treated.

[19, 13℄ both report that the set is always small, but given the fat that the heap

is only partially olleted, this is not a surprise. Also, if only the most reent

heap segment is olleted, the notion of dangerous ell is not quite the same as

in general, beause no ell in the most reent segment is trailed. This implies



that referene hains an be shortened, whih in itself prevents double opying.

Finally, when olleting all segments, even postponing is not a foolproof reipe

against double opying: the order in whih postponed ells are treated is indeed

ruial. A bad order will lead to double opying. And a good order is impossible

to �nd without some sort of marking phase of at least the postponed ells.

But there is an even worse issue and one that has not been pointed out in

literature before: while ells belonging to a (non-list) strutured term run the

risk of being opied (at most) twie, ells belonging to a list pair might even be

opied an arbitrary number of times. Figure 3 shows this.

b
a

1

L4

L3

2

(a) Before any opying

1

L4

L3

2

a
b

(b) after opying 1 & 2

L4

L3

a
b

() after opying 3 & 4

Fig. 3. More than double opying of a list pair

The initial situation an be seen in Figure 3(a). After the root ells 1 and 2

have been opied, the situation is as in Figure 3(b). At that point root ell 3 is

opied: after reloation, the LIST tagged pointer in the root ell must point to

a list pair (two onseutive ells on the heap). But the atoms a and b are on the

heap in the wrong order. So a new list pair is alloated in the to-spae and it

ontains referenes to the ells in whih a and b are situated. The same happens

for root ell 4, resulting in Figure 3() (for larity we have not reprodued ells

1 and 2). This shows that more than double opying an our for the ells of a

list-pair.

Dangerous opying has been advoated by Paul Tarau. It is thus worth noting

that the above mentioned problem of multiple (more than double) opying of ells

does not our in the ontext of tag-on-data as in the BinWAM [16℄, beause tag-

on-data represents lists in essentially the same way as other binary strutures.

4 Copying without marking an be made safer

We will present here two tehniques for making opying without marking safer:

our general point of view is that double opying is probably rare and annot

be avoided without marking, but we should �nd a pratial way to alleviate the

problem of more than double opying of list-pairs, or solve it ompletely. Setion

4.1 presents a tehnique that works well in pratie, but an not guarantee to

avoid more than double opying. Setion 4.2 solves the problem ompletely, at

a small ost.



4.1 Optimisti opying

If the two ells of a list pair by hane are opied to subsequent loations on the

heap, it is possible to avoid opying them multiple times. This is illustrated in

Figure 4: after root ells 1 and 2 are opied, the ells ontaining a and b are in

loations with addresses that di�er by one (unit of heap address). This an be

easily heked before subsequent opying starting from a LIST tagged pointer.

The resulting opy is shown in Figure 4(). We name this optimisti opying,

beause the idea is that hopefully the ells of a list are opied as a list-pair

together before any dupliation ours.

b
a

1

L4

L3

2

(a) Before any opying

1

L4

L3

2

b
a

(b) after opying 1 & 2

1

L4

L3

2

b
a

() after opying 3 & 4

Fig. 4. No double opying of a list pair beause we were luky

4.2 Cautious opying

Optimisti opying does not help when the two list ells are opied at �rst in the

wrong order, or if only one of them was opied before the two ells are opied as

a list-pair. Fortunately, even in that situation, we an limit the dupliation to

two, by using the tag �eld in the forwarding pointers. Figure 5 exempli�es this.

When the seond root pointer is treated by the opy routine, it reates a list-pair

in the to-spae and opies the ontents from the list-pair in the from-spae to it.

It then leaves the usual forwarding pointers, but the one for the seond ell of

the list-pair is tagged with the tag D whih indiates that this ell ontained a

forwarding pointer before: that previous forwarding pointer an still be retrieved

beause the D-tagged forwarding pointer points to it. This is shown in Figure

5(). On following a subsequent list pointer to the list pair, the opy routine an

easily reognize this situation as an already opied list-pair, beause (after the

D-tag has been stripped if needed) the two forwarding pointers in the pair are

subsequent. On following any other strong pointer diretly to the �rst ell of

the list pair, the D-tagged forwarding pointer is just stripped from its tag and

treated as usual or dereferened: both are orret.

The D-tag is not really used yet in the above. We need it for reloating

orretly pointers from the trail to the heap. In order to avoid multiple (more

than twie) opying one must sometimes overwrite a forwarding pointer - say

f

1

- with a new one - say f

2

. Suppose that a trail entry t points to a ell



b
a

1

2 L

(a) Before any opying

1

2 L

a

b

(b) after opying 1

1

2
b
aL

D

() after opying 2

Fig. 5. Limiting the dupliation by autious opying

with the overwriting forwarding pointer f

2

. To reloate t orretly, it must be

made to point to the loation that f

1

points to (if t does not point to a ell

with a forwarding pointer, then t an be used for early reset). To reognize the

situation, f

2

is tagged with the D-tag, so that by dereferening it, f

1

an be

retrieved. Referring to Figure 5, note that a trail entry t that points to the ell

ontaining b in Figure 5(a), must after the garbage olletion point to the ell

that ontains b in Figure 5(). Suppose that t is treated between the treatment

of root ell 1 and root ell 2, then no problem ours. If t is treated after root

ell 2, the original forwarding pointer has already been overwritten, but the D-

tag indiates that an extra dereferene is needed. Non-trail root pointers do not

need to use the D-tag: the result an be an extra referene in a hain as shown

in Figure 5.

The example does of ourse not over all possible situations (e.g. the ell with

a ould also have been opied already before a list pointer is found that points

to the list pair), but the priniple remains the same: the �rst time two ells are

opied as a list pair, any already existing forwarding pointer will be replaed by

a D-tagged new forwarding pointer. Suh D-tagging is not neessary if the ell

annot be trailed anymore, i.e. it is in the most reent segment of the urrently

treated ontinuation.

In the implementation, we have used for D the same tag as for oating point

numbers, beause that tag ours least in pratie. We name this variant autious

opying.

4.3 Final notes on the variants

Early reset ([2℄) is not mandatory but when it is done, it happens during the

marking phase. Early reset requires that marking visits the root set in a parti-

ular order, i.e. from new to old ontinuations. So we make sure that our opying

routines visit the root set in the same order whih allows us to do the same

early resets. The forwarding pointers left by the opying routines now at like

the mark bit whih is used to hek whether a ell has been visited before. In

the shema whih postpones dangerous ells (like [13, 19℄), the order of opying

beomes di�erent and in order to retain early reset, one should empty the work



list (with the postponed ells) before losing a segment with the treatment of its

trail. But this entails of ourse the potential for double opying. The alternative

is to give up on early reset as soon as the work list is non-empty.

The adaption of the reursive opying algorithm from opy term/2 to garbage

olletion is not diÆult: the main issues to take into aount are that referene

hains annot be shortened (barring perhaps easy shunting as in [6℄ whih hap-

pens during the marking phase) and that the opy an be destrutive.

Adapting the Cheney opying algorithm already used in hProlog in om-

bination with marking, to work without marking leaves some room for hoies.

Cheney's algorithm onsists of basially two ations: (1) forward one or more

root pointers and, (2) let the san pointer ath up with the next pointer. In

priniple, both ations an be interleaved at will. But we notied the following:

{ forwarding many root pointers before entering phase two leads to more multiple

opying of internal ells,

{ forwarding root pointers from di�erent segments before entering phase two, on-

its with early reset: one must indeed �nish phase two ompletely for the root

pointers of a partiular segment, before treating a trail segment during whih early

reset is performed,

{ entering phase two more often leads to a slight performane degradation.

Despite the last point, we have written the Cheney variants so that they go

through phase two eah time one root pointer has been forwarded.

5 Experimental results

For eah of the implemented variants and eah benhmark, Table 3 shows the

garbage olletion time in seonds, the number of garbage olletions, and the

total number of bytes olleted: the higher the latter number (with an equal

number of garbage olletions) the more e�etive the algorithm. We do not give

the mutator runtime beause we observed that it hardly depends on the olletor.

We �rst disuss the spae performane and then the time performane.

5.1 Spae performane of the olletors

Before disussing the �gures in Table 3 we must explain the following: when two

garbage olletion algorithms running in the same alloator with the same poliy

an in priniple redue memory requirements to a di�erent extent, there is a �rst

garbage olletion that shows a di�erene in the number of bytes olleted and

that one reveals the diretion of the basi di�erene. But from that moment on,

the future garbage olletions, will (or an) be triggered at a di�erent moment,

and it depends ompletely on the harateristis of the benhmark whether this

bene�ts one or the other olletor. This means that the total number of bytes



mark&Cheney reursive opy without marking Cheney without marking

benhmark hProlog dangerous optimisti autious dangerous optimisti autious

emul 1.83 1.88 1.89 1.91 1.90 1.90 1.92

75 75 75 75 75 75 75

398222440 398221104 398225852 398225852 398221104 398221104 398221104

tsp 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.03

8 8 8 8 8 8 8

42255172 42255100 42255120 42255120 42255100 42255120 42255120

dnamath 0.13 0.07 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.08 0.09

15 15 15 15 15 15 15

78565940 78564528 78565684 78565684 78564528 78565684 78565684

hess 2.88 1.77 1.67 1.74 2.09 1.93 2.02

3 3 3 3 3 3 3

14646248 10986964 14427476 14529664 10986964 14646244 14646244

serial 3.89 2.72 2.73 2.73 2.83 2.83 2.83

3 3 3 3 3 3 3

140245812 140248968 140248968 140248968 140248968 140248968 140248968

boyer 4.34 3.28 3.27 3.25 3.52 3.54 3.65

5 5 5 5 5 5 5

133717672 133717152 133717152 133717152 133717152 133717152 133717152

mqueens 40.46 23.59 18.84 19.81 23.24 18.74 19.25

41 45 41 41 45 41 41

1513225540 1517356516 1513223616 1513223576 1517356516 1513223628 1513223628

Table 3. Comparing one mark&opy olletor with six plain opying olletors: garbage olletion

time, # of garbage olletions, # of olleted bytes

olleted during the total run of a benhmark is an approximation of the hara-

teristis of the algorithm. It is nevertheless meaningful, as programs are usually

meant to run until ompletion and not just until the �rst garbage olletion.

But it explains why sometimes a garbage olletion algorithm that in priniple

should perform worse (in the total number of olleted bytes) atually performs

better. This e�et is visible in the tables and typially the di�erenes are small

meaning that (as far as the benhmarks go) the di�erene between the basi

algorithms must be onsidered small. So we will onentrate on the similarities

in the table and on the large di�erenes.

{ most often optimisti and autious perform exatly the same, or they di�er mar-

ginally; Cheney without marking shows even no di�erene at all between the two,

{ dangerous opying performs often the same as the other variants, but for hess

and mqueens there are signi�ant di�erenes: in hess, optimisti opying reyles

about 30% more garbage; in mqueens, dangerous opying needs 10% more garbage

olletions,

{ mark&Cheney never reyles signi�antly more garbage than either of the optim-

isti variants.

This leads to the onlusion that indeed some benhmarks show the problem

of multiple opying, but that the optimisti and autious variants approximate

the ideal of mark&opy very losely. Consequently time performane will be

deisive in hoosing the preferred system.

The di�erenes between reursive opying and Cheney-based opying an be

attributed to the fat that these algorithms visit nodes of a term in a di�erent

order; the former is depth-�rst and the latter more breadth-�rst. This leads in

theory to a di�erent olletion behaviour and it shows also in pratie, but only

to a very minor extent.



5.2 Time performane of the olletors

The timings for the tsp benhmark are too small to be meaningful, but its spae

performane seems in line with the other benhmarks. Only for the emul benh-

mark are the non-marking variants slower than the mark&Cheney. The di�erene

is however very small and one must take into aount that for emul there are

75 garbage olletions, whih in total take less than two seonds. Perhaps emul

should not be taken into aount and also dnamath seems rather small although

its timings show the same trend as the rest. Indeed, for all other benhmarks,

the non-marking variants outperform mark&Cheney learly. The following are

also worth nothing:

{ autious opying does not o�er a performane advantage over optimisti opying:

either the di�erene is very small, or signi�antly in favour of optimisti opying,

{ in most ases dangerous opying is as good as the other variants; but when the

benhmark exhibits the problem of multiple opying, dangerous opying loses

badly; this is most prominent in the mqueens benhmark,

{ Cheney without marking is on average slightly slower than the reursive variant.

As a onlusion we an say that the variants without marking perform signi-

�antly better than the original mark&Cheney. This is true for the benhmark

with a large root set (hess) as well as for mqueens whose root set is tiny.

Sine there is no real spae advantage of autious opying over optimisti

opying, the olletors based on optimisti opying ome out as winners. Also

reursive opying beats Cheney opying narrowly.

6 Cahe behaviour of the olletors

In Table 4 we show the results obtained by running the various olletors inside

a ahe simulator. For this purpose we used aheprof, an open-soure ahe

pro�ler, written by Julian Seward and available from http://www.aheprof.org.

The system traps all memory referenes during the exeution of a benhmark

and feeds them to its ahe simulator. Afterwards summaries are printed for

eah funtion and the orresponding soure ode is annotated. Simple proessing

of these data results in the number of ahe misses while the olletors were

running: the pro�ler also produes data on the number of memory referenes and

the number of instrutions exeuted, but the performane of the olletors seems

most of all determined by the ahe misses. The ahe misses of the mutator are

not shown: they seem hardly inuened by the hoie of the olletor and this is

in line with the observed mutator run times. The ahe modelled for these tests

was the L2 ahe of a Pentium III with the following properties: 256 kb in size,

8 way assoiative, 32 bytes per line. This is the kind of mahine that was also

used to obtain the timings in Table 2.



mark&Cheney reursive opy without marking Cheney without marking

benhmark hProlog dangerous optimisti autious dangerous optimisti autious

emul 12191604 11919013 11917323 11917829 11867199 11867386 11867308

1.83 1.88 1.89 1.91 1.90 1.90 1.92

tsp 184777 142680 142559 142501 141781 141635 141596

0.05 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.03

dnamath 724950 513563 513487 513506 513094 513000 513005

0.13 0.07 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.08 0.09

hess 11197160 6340474 6184802 6179661 6340382 6174725 6174724

2.88 1.77 1.67 1.74 2.09 1.93 2.02

serial 22178379 14942488 14942463 14942555 15040549 15040597 15040654

3.89 2.72 2.73 2.73 2.83 2.83 2.83

boyer 24307549 17779588 17780083 17780245 19474448 19474397 19474464

4.34 3.28 3.27 3.25 3.52 3.54 3.65

mqueens 183332375 77078722 62506274 62506337 77077935 62505496 62505414

40.46 23.59 18.84 19.81 23.24 18.74 19.25

Table 4. Relating the ahe behaviour to performane: # of ahe misses during

garbage olletion, total runtime of the olletor

Cahe simulation results an usually not explain ompletely the performane

measurements. However, we found a quite signi�ant orrelation between the

number of ahe misses during the exeution of the olletors and their run time.

Apart from this general observation, we learn from the tables the following:

{ the non-marking olletors show very similar results and dangerous opying gener-

ates more ahe misses than optimisti and autious opying; this is due to multiple

opying and it makes a large di�erene for hess and mqueens; for these benh-

marks the improvement in ahe misses for optimisti and autious opying over

dangerous opying results in the notieable performane improvement in Table 1,

{ Cheney without marking generates sometimes more and sometimes less ahe

misses than reursive opying; the timings also go both ways, but favour reursive

opying slightly,

{ the memory behaviour of the non-marking olletors is learly muh better than

that of the mark&opy olletor; optimisti opying gives improvements in ahe

misses ranging from 23% up to 58% (ignoring the smallish emul); the improvements

in time are proportional.

It is lear from these ahe simulations that the non-marking olletors have

a better ahe behaviour than the marking olletor, and that this leads to their

better performane.

7 Conluding remarks

One issue has been left open: how to reover from an overow of the to-spae

during a garbage olletion? Basially, the answer is that the to-spae does not

need to be ontiguous: when it overows, an extra hunk of to-spae an be

alloated and later glued to the other hunks at almost no ost. We have not

implemented the reovery from to-spae overow, but of ourse all our variants

hek for suh overow.

The relation between opying terms and garbage olletion is quite old: �n-

dall/3 (whih uses a form of opying, even if based on assert/1 or reord/2) has



sometimes been advoated as the poor man's garbage olletion , beause often

true garbage olletion an be avoided using �ndall/3. And of ourse �ndall/3

has no need for marking. At least three garbage olletors are based on opying

without prior marking: the one in [17℄ uses opying for the most reent segment

only. Cells in the most reent segment are known not to be trailed, so referene

hains an be shortened and the problem of multiple opying does not exist. Fur-

ther, both [13℄ and [19℄ report on an implementation whih avoids the multiple

opying of the same ell by postponing the opy of ells that look dangerous.

They both report that the set of postponed ells is small in their benhmarks.

However, [13℄ ollets only small portions of the heap and [19℄ ollets only the

most reent segment. Neither of them have tried this postponing shema for ma-

jor olletions. On top of that, sine hProlog alloates all variables on the heap,

more root ells will look dangerous. This makes postponing less attrative. The

abstrat mahine used in [13℄ is quite di�erent from the WAM, and the garbage

olletion poliies in [13℄ and [19℄ make a head on omparison with our olletors

very diÆult.

We have investigated using two di�erent opying algorithms for garbage ol-

letion of the WAM heap, without prior marking. Both were implemented in

three variants reeting di�erent degrees of danger that the heap might grow

during a garbage olletion. We get a nie speedup of the garbage olletion

proess itself on several benhmarks. Even for a system like hProlog in whih

many ells are potentially dangerous, the observed memory behaviour is very

good, so a priori we expet that in systems that follow WAM more losely in

their alloation of free variables, opying without prior marking will perform

better than with marking and without a big risk to overow the heap. However,

our results do not imply that postponing is viable for major olletions, as post-

poning does not deal in a fundamental way with multiple opying: the autious

shema however does.
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